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We miniaturize all features in a previously introduced polarization-independent three-dimensional carpet
invisibility cloak by more than a factor of 2. This leads to operation wavelengths in the visible. The structures
are characterized by electron and optical microscopy. In contrast to our previous work at IR wavelengths, we
can directly measure two-dimensional images at visible frequencies, perform control experiments from the back-
side, and compare the images with theory. We find excellent agreement. Furthermore, we study the wavelength
dependence in the range from 900nm down to 500nm. Cloaking action deteriorates as the woodpile stop band
at around 575nm is approached. © 2011 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 230.3205, 160.3918, 080.2710, 160.1245, 160.5298.

Transformation optics can be viewed as a powerful tool
for designing optical systems. The strength of this tool is
emphasized by invisibility cloaking [1–3], which was long
believed to be impossible. In particular, the carpet-cloak
concept [4] has inspired experiments by several groups
[5–13]. In brief, by tailoring a refractive-index profile, the
carpet cloak makes a bump in a metal mirror (the carpet)
appear flat. This allows for hiding objects underneath this
carpet. However, the “Holy Grail” of a macroscopic
three-dimensional (3D) cloak for unpolarized visible light
has not been accomplished so far. Our 2010 work [9] de-
monstrated a microscopic 3D carpet cloak for unpolar-
ized light down to wavelengths of about 1:5 μm. More
recent work [12,13] by other groups has demonstrated
macroscopic carpet cloaks at visible frequencies, how-
ever, only for one linear polarization of light (due to the
birefringent calcite used) and in an effectively two-
dimensional configuration.
In this Letter, we miniaturize our 2010 structure by

more than a factor of 2, leading to what we believe to
be the first 3D carpet cloak for unpolarized visible light.
This also allows for refined characterization via optical
microscopy. Comparison with ray-tracing calculations
shows that the cloaking performance is close to the the-
oretical expectation.
The polymer structures in this work are fabricated by

stimulated-emission-depletion (STED)-inspired direct la-
ser writing, closely following along the lines of our Ref.
[14], with two modifications. First, we employ a different
photoinitiator in a similar monomer, i.e., 0.25 wt. % 7-
diethylamino-3-thenoylcoumarin in pentaerythritol tetra-
acrylate. This ketocoumarin offers a better ratio between
depletion efficiency and undesired absorption of the
532 nm cw depletion laser (which limits resolution). Sec-
ond, we not only improve the lateral but also the axial
resolution by using a suitable phase mask known from
STED microscopy [15]. After exposure, the photoresist
structures are developed in 2-propanol and dried super-
critically with CO2(Leica EM CPD030).
As in previous work [9], the refractive-index profile of

the carpet cloak calculated from the quasi-conformal

mapping [4] is mimicked by adjusting the local volume
filling fraction of a 3D polymer woodpile photonic crys-
tal. Here, this is achieved by varying the excitation power
while keeping the depletion power fixed. In our 2010 ex-
perimental work [9], we succeeded in fabricating a 3D
carpet-cloak device with a rod spacing of a ¼ 800 nm.
Here, to allow for direct comparison, we fabricate a
miniaturized version with a ¼ 350 nm. Because of the
scalability of the Maxwell equations, the operation wave-
length is expected to scale from the lower limit of about
1:5 μm in Ref. [9] down to 1:5 μm × 350 nm=800 nm ¼
0:7 μm , i.e., to visible red light.

Corresponding results are depicted in Fig. 1. Figure 1(a)
shows an oblique-view electron micrograph of a homoge-
neous woodpile photonic crystal (the “reference”) as well
as of the carpet cloak structure itself. After completing op-
tical lithography, the samples are coated with a 100 nm
thick gold film in a sputter chamber (Cressington 108
auto). To enhance the visibility of details in Fig. 1(a),
we have overlaid two scanning electronmicrographswith
different brightness (high dynamic range image). The gold
parts are colored in yellow, the polymer parts in blue. The
overall design dimensions of each structure are 50 μm×
20 μm × 5 μm, the latter corresponding to 40 layers of poly-
mer rods. The full width of the cos2-shaped bump is 6 μm,
and its height is 0:5 μm. The oblique-view (54° tilt with re-
spect to surface normal) electronmicrographs taken after
focused-ion-beam milling and shown in Fig. 1(b) reveal
the 3D interior of two structures nominally identical to
the measured ones.

To investigate the resulting effective optical properties,
we have taken true-color reflection optical micrographs
from the air side, Fig. 1(c), and from the glass-substrate
side, Fig. 1(d), using an optical microscope (ZEISS objec-
tive LD Achroplan, 20, NA ¼ 0:4). We have previously
shown by numerical modeling [11] that characterization
with larger numerical apertures approaching unity leads
to a less sensitive test of the cloaking performance. A laser
(Spectra Physics Inspire) operating at 700 nmwavelength,
sent through a rotating diffuser, serves for the illumina-
tion. Both linear polarizations lead to similar results
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(not depicted); here we show data for circular polariza-
tion. Under the present conditions, circular illumination
is effectively equivalent to unpolarized illumination. Note
the two pronounced dark stripes due to the bump for the
reference and the cloak in Fig. 1(c) when inspected from
the air side, which serves as a control experiment. When
inspected from the glass-substrate side, the reference
structure (top) still shows these pronounced dark stripes.
In sharp contrast, the stripes almost completely disappear
for the cloaking structure (bottom).
To investigate different viewing angles, we rotate the

samples along the bump axis by 30° (“dark-field mode”)
and repeat the optical experiments. The result shown in
Fig. 2 exhibits pronounced scattering of light off of the

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Colored oblique-view electronmicro-
graph of the polymer reference (top) and carpet cloak (bottom)
structures (fabricated on glass substrate and coatedwith 100 nm
gold). The scale bar corresponds to 10 μm. (b) Corresponding
focused-ion-beam cuts of nominally identical structures. The
scale bar corresponds to 2 μm. (c) and (d) are true-color optical
micrographs of the structures in (a) taken with an optical micro-
scope under circularly polarized illumination at 700nm wave-
length. Note the identical distortions due to the bump in both
structures in (c) when inspected from the air side (serving as
a control experiment). When inspected from the glass-substrate
side in (d), the reference structure (top) still shows pronounced
dark stripes. In sharp contrast, the stripes essentially disappear
for the cloaking structure (bottom). (e) and (f) are ray-tracing
calculations corresponding to (c) and (d), respectively.

Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) As Fig. 1(d), but for rotation of the
samples by 30° around an axis parallel to the bump. (b) Corre-
sponding ray-tracing calculation. The white dashed ellipses
highlight the bump region.

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Measured normal-incidence trans-
mittance and reflectance spectra of the polymer woodpile taken
on the reference structure before gold sputtering. (b) As Fig. 1
(d), but for different illumination wavelengths as indicated.
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bump, whereas scattering is strongly suppressed for the
cloaking structure.
All microscope images are in good agreement with de-

tailed ray-tracing calculations. The details of the numer-
ical approach can be found in Ref. [11]. Importantly, it
accounts not only for the refractive-index profile of the
ideal cloak, but also for the glass substrate, as well as the
imaging process of the entire microscope. The good
agreement between calculations and experiment indi-
cates excellent sample quality.
It is interesting to investigate the wavelength depen-

dence of the carpet cloak. Clearly, we expect that cloak-
ing persists for wavelengths larger than 700 nm as long as
the polymer remains transparent, which is the case up to
about 3 μm. Deviations from the behavior of a simple ef-
fective medium and hence the end of cloaking action are
expected if the wavelength approaches the stop band
wavelength of the woodpile photonic crystal or if diffrac-
tion of light into the glass substrate sets in. These two
conditions almost coincide under the present conditions.
The normal-incidence intensity spectra measured on the
reference structure on one side of the bump (taken be-
fore the gold sputtering) are shown in Fig. 3(a). A well
pronounced stop band centered at around 575 nm is ob-
served both in transmittance and in reflectance.
To investigate the wavelength dependence of the

cloaking action, we repeat the bright-field-mode experi-
ment shown in Fig. 1(d) at various other wavelengths.
Corresponding data are depicted in Fig. 3(b). Cloaking
is excellent for wavelengths in the range of 900 nm down
to about 650 nm. For yet smaller wavelengths (e.g.,
600 nm), distortions become gradually visible, i.e., cloak-
ing no longer works. Notably, the bump itself is hardly
visible for the reference structure at 550 nm. Here, the
woodpile stop band reflects a major fraction of the light
and, hence, the light never reaches the bump in the metal
mirror. For the cloak at 550 nm, the inhomogeneous
woodpile above the bump now leads to a dark zone.
In conclusion, we have fabricated and characterized

whatwebelieve tobethe first 3Dpolarization-independent
carpet cloak for visible light. The concepts of transforma-
tionoptics combinedwith the fabrication technologyused
here might also allow for realizing other optical devices,
e.g., unusual flat lenses [16].
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